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Finally, as the hospital shareholder may llikb to know

how the exit -per bed Is commonly calculated, a brief
statement of -the - shortest cut to that figure may well
conclude this article.
The total sum spent on the items which have been

quoted above Is divided by the total number of In.
patients treated during the year; and the result-which
represents thze average cost of each in-patient-is again
divided by the figure which represents the average
number of days each patient was resident The final
quotient-which repre£ents the average cost of a patient
for a single day-is then multiplied by seven to show the
cost per bed per week. Exactly the same method will
show the weekly cost per patient on any of the items
which enter Into the general calculation of the cost
per bed, and it is one of the good features of the revised
system of hospital accounts that the cost of all these
items-and the necessary figures regarding duraticn of stay
and the lItke are all very clearly displayed, so that any
further subealculations such as thoee in question can be
made-it- desired. To the ordinary hospitsl shareholder,
however, they are superfluous, though sometimes he may
deem it well to brtak up the cost per bed into two
figures, one relating to maintenance and the other to
outlay iwhich ti only Indirectly entailed by the purpose
for which he has given his money to the Institution, such
as the payment of the secretary wbo acts as the executive
officer on the managing body. But It may be stated at
once that though the administration of hospitals in these
Islands is not always efficient, it is habitually so faithful
and honest that the subcalculation in question, though
sometimes cf Interest, is very rarely of essential impor-
tance. Hence any hospital sbareholder who Is supplied
by the managers of the institution In which he Is inter-
ested with a single figure representing the cost per bed,
msy take that figure as his divldend, and, provided that
the accounts of the hospital are prepared for publication
acoording to the rules of the revisLed eyetem of hospital
accounts, he may decide for himself forthwith whether
that dividend Is satisfactory or the reverse by comparing
It wlth that received by sub3cribers to other instttutions
of the same character which publish their accounts in the
same form. It is better stilll that the factors entering Into
the calculation of the cost per bed should be shown like-
wise. The form which the declaration of dividend should
then take Is shbwn in the tables on p. 1503, wbich with
the rules as to drawing them up will be found in
exte£ o In the repoTt published for the three metropolitan
hospitsl fands at the address already given.

THE

INCOMINGS AND OUTGOINGS
OF

HOSPITALS IN LONDON.

In the followlng pages will be found an account, In
tabular form, of the income, expcndlture, and work during
the year 1907 of nearly all the important voluntaryhospitals
in London, whatever their special purpose. In each table
the Institutions wlll be found, not in alphabetical order,
but roughly classified according to the work whiah they
do. First come the large general hospitals with medical
ick-ools attached, and then the general hospitals without
medical schools; afterwards follow in succession itstitu.
tions which cater especially for children; for wbmen and
children; for lying*in women; for those suffering from
nervous disorders; and from diseases of special regions,
such as the eye, the rectum, the bladder, the chest. the
throat, nose, and ear. The lists end with a few hospitals
which devote themselves to conditions systemic In origin,
but accompanted by marked local manifestations, malig-
nant growths, skin troubles, disorders of the heart, and
physical malformations. The order followed has, in
short, been unconsclously of a pathological character.
The tableehave rather a formidable appearance, but

are worth study for more than one reason. We are
accustomed to tabulation of hospital statistics In annual
and other bDoks of reference, but these invariably deal

with expenditures at comparatively remote periods, and
thu lack living interest. The tables. which are. DOW
published cover, however, the most recent completed
perlod of hospital work, namely, the year 1907, and
convey the gtst of accounts which have only lately been
completed. In severl instances, Indeed, the reports of-
the hospitals to whicb the tables relate have not yet
been published, and It is only owing to the courtesy of.
many secretaries, and others conermed, In forwarding
advance proofs of their reports, and giving assistance In
other ways, that It has been possible to complete this
review of the financial position of London hospltals at so
early a date. To the statistics, moreover, of the London
hospitalb for last year quite a epecial Interest- attaches,
since for the first time their accounts, though, kept in
different ways, have all been prepared for publication on
precieely the same general system,. namely, that described
In some-earlier articles-in this Iesue. Hence -they-form a,
convenient object-lesscn In the working of that system,
and as an illustration of what has been said In connexion
with It.- One- or two publisbed reports ehow that the-
secretaries of the hospitals concerned have not interpreted
the rules laid down for their guidance correctly, bug it is
equally clear that no such difficulty has been commonly
experienced. Moreover, the readiness with which the'
system lends itself to the clear demonstration of the
essential points of hospital upkeep is proved by the fact
that a number of secretaries, besides showing their expen-
diture for 1907 In the desired form, have cast the
expenditure of one or two previous years 'into the eame
shape for the benefit of their subscribers.

It is by no means, however, to be-concluded that the
annual reports of all hospitals in London are now exat
counterparts. This is by no means the caee. Apart from
the written matter there is a certain element of'
Individuality in each- of -the accounts, and this fact -has
transformed what would otherwise have been a -most
fatiguing and monotonous piece of work into quite an.
attractive study of human character In the guise ot figures..
The skeletons of the accounts are in each case the

same, but the minds of those who have clothed theim
obviouslt differ as gteatlyas the hands of Esan and Jacob.
Indeed, perhaps only a person who has examined care-
fully the printed reports of these sixty or seventy bospitals
one atter the other can readily conceive the different,
appearance whieh accounts relating to precisely the me
items, and constructed on the same essential principles*,
may be made to aseume. Individuality betrays ltself sob
clearly In the treatment of certain points, and In such
minot details as the choice of,paper and-type,ltbat It.
seems almost possible to picture the character of the
compiler of the statement. Anything of the nature of
pathos In a business account is difficult to conceive; but
even this exists in the devices adoptedby some of the secre-
taries to covceal, so far as the form of account permits,
what they obviously consider may prove a very damning
fact, namely, that in one way or another they have
managed to emerge from the year with a balance In hand.
Such attempts, however, are a mistake; they may deceive
a few, they will mislead no onewho examines the acount.
with care; In some cases, moreover, the devices used are
of doubtfol honesty, and might well- annoy philan-
throptists of the latter-day persuasion, namely, persons
who combine philanthropic dcsires with a good deal of
business instinct.
The statiatical tables, five in number, each ooncern a

different aspect of hospital enterprise; their contents are,
therefore, dealt with in each case separately, and the
reader can read all or any of the reviews as he Is disposed.
The tables practically explaln themselves, so little more
is said about them In the text than Is necessary to explain
and empbasize their main points. Theaspects in questioa
are as follows: The sources ofincome of London hospitals,
the main Items of expenditure; that oriterion of good
administration-the cost per bed per week; the expense of
out-patient departments; and the present position of the
London hospitals as revealed by the balance between
their incomings and outgoings at the. end of the.
year 1907.

St. Bartholomewv's Hospital figures in some of these
tables, and next year will probably appear in all, for its.
present administration-being as up-to-date as its new onte
patient department, It has adopted the revised account~
system, thoegh not a beneficiary cf any of the lands.
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THEI INCOME-OF LONDON HOSPITALS.
THE tables on pages 1506 and 1507 relate to-sixty-nine
hospitals In London, and it will be gathered from them that
most of these Institutions receive their income from at
least fourteen different sources. Such Income is classed
in the tables as ordinary or extraordinary, the former term
including every sort of receipt on whtch hospitals as a

body depend for-their ordinary upkeep; itisincome from
sources which, with a few exceptions, every hospital may
reasonably regard as likely to prove fruitful year after year.

Theitems combined InOolumn P, headed "1Extraordinary
Income," might more properly, perhaps, have been termed
" total extraordinary recelpts," since no hospital can count
with oertainty upon legacies falling to,its lot year after
year, nor- upon Individuals giving it money for specific
purposes-such as the endowment of beds; nor should
regard asincome the outcome of special appeals to cover

capital expenditure-euch as new buildings. Indeed, look-
ing down Columns M and P, in which.the ordinary and
extraordinary Incomes are totalled, it will be noted that a

good many Institutions received last year nothing beyond
ordinary Income, and that others, on the contrary, were

fortunate enough to receive amounts vastly exceeding their
ordinary Income.
When Column A, the first of the table, is compared with

those which follow, It will be noted that In most cases the
amount received from annual subscriptions is small as

compared with the total, and inquiry shows that nearly all
Institutions last year suffered diminution In the list of
annual subscribers. Even when-as was commonly
the case-the sbrinkage was made up In other direc-
tions, the fact remains regrettable, because in the
conduct of any business entailing- large outgoings a

sum of twenty shillings, If its receipt can be counted on

in advance, is more valuable than a donation of twenty-
filve shillings which cannot, so to speak, be expected until
it is actually received.
The column headed Congregation Oollections"

covers a very small item as compared with the sums
which In earlier days were collected In this fashion for
the benefit of Individual hospitals. These now tend in

London to find their way Into the coffers of the Metro-
politan Hospital Sunday Fund. The column headed
"Workmen's Collections" covers a comparatively new

item, which figures In the accounts of only a minority of

the lintitutions. This Is perhaps due to the varying
opportunities which institutions have for getting Into
touch with large bodies of working men, and perhaps also
to the equally varying energies of managing bodies.
The column showing Income from Investments includes

also Interest on moneys lying at the bank, returned
income tax and the like, and will be noted to vary very

greatly at different hospitals, and to bear as a whole no

definite relation to the total receipts. Some Institutions
which have comparatively large income from Invested
property will be noted to be much poorer in reality than
others which, under Colutpn I, are credited with, little or
nothing-for example, compare at one extreme St.
Bartholomew's and the London, and at the other West
Ham and Bolingbroke.
Column J, headed "Nursing Instltutions," Is also of

interest; the figures recorded relate to sums which are

profits derived either from training nurses or from supply-
lng them to the public. In several instances the sums are

large, and the column, as a whole, throws some light on

the desire evinced by certain insUtutions to keep the
control of the nursing world In their own hands.
On the whole, however, the chief Interest attaches to

Column K, and to most people It will be a revelation to
find that as many as forty-five out of these sixty-nine
hospitals received payment from patients. It will be
observed, too, that in several Instances the Income from
this source constltutes a very large proportion of the total
receipts-sometimes a great deal over 50 per cent. The
largeness of the amounts Is most noticeable in the case of
the smaller special hospitals. As to the morality of these
payments, It must suffice to say at present that In a good
many Instances the payments are legitimate, Inasmuch as,

they are derived from openly carried on in-patient wards;
but the bulk of the money ti undoubtedly made up by
moneys which out-patients in one guise or another are.
forced to offer in exchange for treatment.
Column N explains iteelf; but as to Column 0 it should

be stated that the term used as a heading covers a variety
of receipts, that is to say, notoniy the result of festival col-
lections for special purposes, such as building improve-
ments, but in many instances sums earmarked by their
donors, and therefore, not available for purposes of ordinary
hospital maintenance.

THE EXPENDITURE OF LONDON HOSPITALS.
Taz tables displayed on pages 1508 and 1509 relate to the
same London hospitals during tbe year ending December
31st, 1907,- and separate the expenditure of these insti-
tutions Into two main divisions, which are totalled In
Columns M and Q under the headings 'Total-Ordinary
Expenditure" and "Total Extraordinary Expenditure."
The first of the two main divisions, is divided again Into
the expenses of the matntenance of -patients, the
expenses of administration, and rent, rates and taxes.'
"' Maintenance" will be found to Include several
columns, -and the specific Items covered by their
various headings will be found on reference to.
page 1491. Most of the headings of the columnsI
explain themeelves, but the reason of Ihe position and
meaning of one or two-may not be very clear. The
heading of Column I covers commissions paid to collectors
and the cost of appeals for funds,for ordinary maintenance.
Of the other columns tbat headed " Interest" is placed
among the "Extraord"nary" columns because it covers
cbarges to which, fortunately, by no means all hospitals
are subject; it of courfe relates.to payments to banks and
individuals on account of borrowed moneys. Another of
theEe columns, headed by the letter 0, usually covers sums
paid for the upkeep of convalescent homes and to con-
v3lesoent homes which receive patients from the Insti-
tution In question. Finally the heading "Festivals,
B3zaars, etc." usually applies to the expenEes of such
enterprises when undertaken in the hope of raising funds
for new buildligs and -the like, but has sometimes been
made to cover other expenditure which is rightly to be
regarded as extraordinary, though not as capital, expen-
diture.
In looking through thls table the main point to keep In

mind Is that none of the sums entered relates to any but
the expenditure entailed at the hospitals in question by
the work done during the year; it does not cover pay-
ments liability to which was Incurred at an earlier period,
and the expenditureAis entered whether actually defrayed
or otherwise. Moreover, in accordance with the rvles of
the revised system, any outlay on new buildings and ihe
like Is excluded from the table, such outlay being capital
expenditure and, therefore, carried to the balance sheet.
The table, aecordingly, Is an exact account of the expendi-
ture entailed by keeping open the hospitals during tlhe
year In question, and includes, with the exception of
interest, no item of outlay for which those In charge of
the Institutions during the-year were not directly respon-
sible. If this table were compared with one of the same
general character relating to an earlier period at the same
intltutions, the maln difference found would probablybe as
follows: the expenditure on salaties and wages would be
found apparently Increased, since sundry Items are broken
up In the modern account Into their component parts.
Thus washing, for instance, is accounted for partly under
domestic expenditure In the way of material, and partly
as labour under the items of salaries and wages. The
division, "Total Ordinary Expenditure," would often' be
found to have decreased owing to interest on accumu-
lated debts being no longer treated as an Inevitable
feature of hospital enterprise but as " extraordinary expen-
diture;' On the other band, the total extraordinaty
expenditure would at some hospitals be found to have
diminishfd in amount, since the old system madelit
possible for the managers of institutions to trfat as
extraordinary expenditure any large amount expended
during the year on ordinary household repairs, and thus
reduce the apparent annual cost of the upkeep of each bed.
Such points apart. the column which should attract

attention is Column L, headed " Rstes and Taxes." It will
be found on addtng It up that tbese hospitals in the
aggregate pay to the public authorities considerably more
than £26,000. This is a notable fact, and one all the more
worthy of attention when it is remembered that by no
means all -the hospitals in London are included in this
table; moreover, it will be seen that the amounts absoibed

I
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ORDINARY AND EXTRAORDINARY EXPENDITURE.
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by rates aud taxes at several Individual Institutions run
into thousands. The column, in short, forms an excellent
appendix to the article on page 1515, where the question
of the position of hospitals as rate-paying institutions is
considered in detail.
As for Columns N, 0, and P, which make up the total

shown in Column Q, these are placed among extraordlnary
expenditure, because the Items covered by 'them are not
necessarily common to all institutions. In nearly all the
instances, however, In which extraordinary expenditure at
aU Is shown in this table the outlay In question is almost
entirely of a permanent character. For instance, the
indebednessAindicated by an entry in the interest column
is ftau o great in proportion to the generail Income of
the institution that it cannot be expected to be wiped out
for years to come. Nor again can the convalescent homes,
which account for meet of the ordinary expenses in other
cases,'be closed without great detriment to the efficlency
and uitility of the institutilons concerned. In short, in
individual ases -the sums entered a extraoniayexpen
dittire may usualy be regarded for most practical pur-
poses as a permanent charge. Nevertheless, it is not only
neceary to keep them art In order that the table may
onfirm with the rales of the revised system, but of prac-
tical utility, since it is thus possible to compare the "ordi-
nary" outlay of t hosia fairly with that of others,
and use it as a basis for obtaining the " cost per bed," a
critical figure the value ot which is discussed on pages
1502 and 1503 Finally, it should be tiond that the
total mdebtednew of: any of the institutions mentioned
may usually beAdetermined with approximate accuracy by
taking the interest as at the rate of 4 per cent. and cal-
ulating-the aptal whileh at this rate the Interest paid

represents. This will not, of eourse, however,always give
the true figure, more especially because at some hospitals
whatever deHit bance-exiets- -sovered by temporary
4oaos *awipg no Interest, or is represented by unpaid
-debts on which no interest is at present being charged.

keonelilon it may be stated that one or two ntAtu-
tioqss which were originally intended to appear in this
-table have been dropped out because, in publishing
accounts of their expenditure, they employ a form of
statement which fails to convey any real information to
subscriberis whatever. Their names need not be mentioned
on this occasion.

COST PER BED.
Ia discusing the relative efficiency of hospital adminis-
tationitKhas long been common -to quote the annual cost
*of the treathient of a patient as alkind of standard of com-
parson. This, however, has been a very misleading figure,
OWing to the very different factors which in each case
have entered into the estimate of the cost. Nevertheless,
-as is demmnstrated on page 1502, it ts a fact that when the
cost per bed Is based upon acoounts drawn up in accord-
ance with the rules of the revieed system, and when in
other respects it is properly calculated, it may be regarded
,as a safe and efficient criterion, subject to certain provisos.
This Is the case in respect of all the estatements as
to the cost per bed per week in the present instance.
Thetable,_therefore, wbich begins on this pageand ends on
thefollowing, is of much Interest, as it 'shows the cost per
bed at all the leadihg hospitals in London, and supplies
infbription on such essential polnts as the average number
of patients usually prebent in the hospital, and the
average length of time for which each patient is under
treatment Naturally, the latter varles very greatly
according to the nature of the work done, so in looking
at the table the remoArks made on page 1504 as to the
sequence in which the names of the hospitals follow,
should be borne in mind.
When, as in the.case of the general hospttals, the nature

of'the work done i ostensibly the same, it-will commonly
b1e found that any differences in the duration of the treat-
meat c be explained by the different proportion of
medical and- surgical beds, for medical cases, as a rule,
last a much longer time than aurgical cases. Sfevera1
hospitals, moreover, have arrangements which render
superfluous the adtision of patents for, small operations,,
so that they have a far, lower poportion than others of
cass rhIth come In oneday and leave the-next; and the'
averate diuratio of treatment is thus materially increased.
Inlthib *a hosphtas wfhose arrangements are very'com-

Name of Institution.

EO O KE 'S .. .

GUY'S ... ... .. .. ..
THE LONDON ... ...

KING'S COLLEGE ......

MIDDLESEX ... ... ... ...

ROrrL FR ... ... ... ...

ST. GEORGE'S..

ST. M-ARY'S

ST. THOMAS'S ... ... .. ...

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.....

WESTMINSTER

WEST LONDON

GREAT-NORTIHE-RN ... ..

METROPOLITAN

PrIC:,EO WAL.S'S

POPLAR....

*EAMEN' ... ... ...

WEST HAM ... ... ... ...

BOLNGBROKE ...

THE TEMPERANCE

HAMP8TEAD.

THE GCERMAN
THE FPRENCH......

THM ITAUAN..

GREAT ORMOND STREET

THE EVEEIWA ... ..

PADDINGTON GREEN.
THE BELGRAVE ... ...

T^IE ALEXANDRA... .

THE QUEEN'S ...

VICTORIA ...

ROYAL WATERLOO ... ...

GROWENOR ... ...

CHELSEA IrOR WOM'EN...
THE NEW ... ...

SAMARITAN FREE'

'50-10 FOR WOMEN . ...

GENERAL LYING-IN

CITY LYING-IN ... ...

QUEEN CHARLOTTIre
BRITISH LYING-It4

TEHE NATIONAL, Queen .Square

WEST 7ND NE-RVOUS.

MAIDA VALE PARALYSIS

ROYAL EYE, Southwark.

MOORPIELDS... ... ... ...

WESTMINSTER OPHTHALMIC.

WESrERN OPHTHALMIC

CENTRAL OPHTHRALMIC .

THE GORIDON R19TULL.,.

.0
o
04

X;0

575 27

140 23

515 23

79 21

270 27

158 25

319 26

2524@

480 26

.24a M

180 27

144 23
148 25

106 21

81 -22

78 21

24Vq 518
48 33

0 17

87 24

46 25

115 28

52 22

4720'

152 22

564 23

35 19

17

94 386

8226
39 31

41 22

26

44 24

58 23
28 14
27 15

l 14

13

148 62

6q83
76

107; 12
28 13

The " Cost per Bed per Week."
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Ng20, 1908.] THE COST OF OUTPATIENT WORK rTmi Etimx 151

Th " Coat per Bed per Week " (aotinued).

Name of Institution.

4T. PE rTER'S ... ... ... ...

ST. MARK'S FISTULA

BROMPTON CONSUMPTION

MOUNT VERNON ... ... ...

THfE CITY CHEST ... ... ...

THE ROYAL CHEST ... ...

,GOLDEN SQUARE THROAT

THE CENTRAL THROAT

THIE ROYAL EAR ... ...

LONDON tEIROAT ... ... ...

THE METROPOLITAN EAR

BROMPTON CANCER ... ...

NMIDDLESEX CANCER ... ...

ST. JOHN'S SKIN ... ... ...

BLACKFRIARS SKIN ... ...

LONDON SKIN ... ... ...

NATIONAL HEART ...

c)
IV

91:2
v m

c; pq
Ie

0

0

bLp1
a)
bXp
co

30 20

41 28

4919 t06

192 51

120 46

59 30

27 14

18 12

16 13

9 7

8 7

92 38

45 76

40 35

0 0

26 0

26 60

44
0

0 C.
0 a
UVaf

*2
Ad0

£s. d
1 13 6

1 10 8

1 3 8

1 4 7

1 7 6

1 8 9

1 16 2

1 11 7

1 6 1

1 7 1

1 5 6

2 13 10

1 16 1

1 10 1

1 5 2

o0

waxd

-ob
-4 0

s. d.
2 8

6 1

1 4

3 5

6 7

3 1

3 4

2 7

1 4

3 6

2 4

7 7

4 10

8 8

5 10

o@0

Ca:00

£ s d.
1 17 2

1 16 9

1 5 1L

1 8 0

1 14 0

1 11 10

1 19 6

1 14 2

1 7 6

1 10 7

1 7 11

*3 1 5

2 1 0

1 18 9

1'11 0

plete, or on whose accommodation there is such constant
call that they cannot admit any but serious cases, often
figure by comparison badly when durations of treatment
are considered. Duration of treatment, however, is never
a point which should ordinarily be considered, and it is

doubtful whether it has any bearing whatever on the
question of the weekly cost of maintenance, excep4 so'ft
aS it may serve to show 'that the work done at asy two
Institutions corresponds In character. A full review of
other considerations relating to the duration of treatment
will be found in'the article on Energy and Output.
The table also shows not only the total cost per bed per

week, but the way in which this is made up by the two
factors-maintenance and administration. This is a point
of essential intereet, and all the more so because under
the revised system the items which enter into the calcula-
tion are, in a general way, exactly the same. That is to
say, the accuracy of the comparisons is not disturbed
by sums such as rent, rates and taxes, and interest on
accumulated debts being taken Into consideration, nor by
payments made on account of previous years. On glancing
down the table it will be noted that there are several
decidedlly curious points in it; thus, It is perfectly easy
to understand that there should be great variation in the
total cost per bed, but no quite satisfactory reason at
first sight suggests itself as to why the weekly cost of
maintenance should vary so greatly as will be seen to be
the case. On a little examination, however, a possible
clue is revealed In the fact that, in a general way, there is

considerable correspondence in the weekly cost of main-
tenance at hosptals of different classes. Thus, there is
thardly a shilling difference between the expenditure on
maintenance at the three hospitals devoted to nervous
diseaees. A complete solution of the question would
probably be obtained by any one who, on the basis of the
number of beds occupied and the average stay, worked
out'the weekly cost per bed on the classes of expenditure

Vhieh are shown by the table on page 1508 'to make up the
totei cost df maintenante.
For instance, while the expenditure per bed per week

on the Item of .provisions might be found to be much the
same at all hospitals, that on "surgery and dispensary "
would probably be found to vary greatly according to the
work done by the hospital. Simtlar "-domestic charges,;'
wfch Include the expense of fuel and lighting, would
usualy be found prop9rtionately higher In large institu-
tir, with a great number of corridors and passages to

keep warmed and lighted. Differences would also be

found In the salary item, this including payment of
pensions, a fortuitous amount which some hospltale,
especially the smaller ones, are lucky enough to avoid
almost entirely. Meanwhile attention may be directed to
the remarkably low figures shown. In this and other
tables !by the Italian Hospital. Its patients are very far
from being all Italians, or even persons, of any foreign
nationality.
Oonsiderable Interest attaches to the column showing

the amount spent on administration, and the ratio which
this bears in each case to the expense of maintenance can
easily be seen. It will be noted that the gross amounts
vary -very considerably, and -that In a general way the
figures esupport the view that L1 given to a large hospital
goes further than £1 given to a small one, or, in other
words, that large institutions are relatively less expensive
than small ones, because a secretarlal staff which snuAcs
for the needs of an Institution with fifty beds will suffice
equally well for one with a hundred and fifty. The table,
therefore, goes to prove the wisdom of -the poltcy.adapted
by the King's Fund In trying to bring about an aamalgama-
tion between small institutions devoted to the treatment
of special diseases. One point not brought out by this
table should also be mentioned-namely, that what-
ever may be the sins and shortcomtngs of the
managitg committees of London, hospitals, they
do not err on:the side of undue generods4y towards
their employees. At a great many hospitals, and more
particularly the smaller ones, it is obvious from the
detailed accounts that the salary. paid to the secretary
must be so small that it is difficult to understand ho.w
the services of men capable of performing dutles such as
are thrown upon a hospital secretary ea be -obtained at
the figurQ.

THE COST OF OUT-PATIENT WORK.
THE table which begins on the first column of the opposite
page is of particular Interest, since it is the fist of the
sort which has; ever :been published. Hitherto all estir
iatps of the cost of out-patient work have beenrmade by
multiplying some parely hypothetical bum, such' as half
a crown or two shillings, by a variously-caloulated number
of out-patientm. In this table, on the contrary, all the
figures contained are the result of an exact calculation by
the Institution concerned-first of the CDost 0o i-t eut-
patient department and then of the outl4y on each patlinpt
treated. Moreover, at each institution steps have been
taken to ensure that no person is reckoned as a new out-
patient more than once In the year. An out-patient, it
should be remembered, connotes, according to the revised
system, any person who Is treated by or at the hospltal,
but is not admitted to Its wards. The table wllrl be fondL
to bs divided into four columns, one giving the number-of
out-patients, a second the average outlay thiown upon the
institution by'each attendance of an out-patient, a-third
the average cost of each out-patient for,his-whole treat.
ment, and the fourth the total cost to the hospital of its
out-patient department irrespective of the number iof
patients.
The estimate of the cost of the department is made up

of proportlonate amounts of those general experised of the
hospital which come In the table on page 1491,_unde the
headings "S urgery and Dispensary," " Salaries and
Wages," "EstabHlshment," "Domestic,"'and "'YManagement
and Finance." On adding up the last column of the pre-
sent table and dtviding the result by the total number
of out-patients, the average cost of each out-patient at a
London hospital irrespective of the length of his- tret-
ment will be found to be about ls. lOd. Similarly by adding
up the figures In the second column and dividing them by
the number of institutions, the mean outlay at the same
hospitals on an out-patient at each. visit will be found ito
be sevenpence. In any such calculation, however, certain
hospitals should be excluded. These are 'St. Bartholo-
mew's, whose magnificent new out-patient- department
was only completed late in 1907, and which has not
yet effected a separation between In-patient and out-
patient expenditure!; the Alexandra Hospital for Hip
Diseases, which has only a few out-pattents whoee progress
is supervised by nurses of the hospital in their own
;homes; the four lylng-in hospitals, whose out-pattents are
mainly represented by women confined by midwives of
thEse institutiDnsin their own armes. ahelakirlars

1-
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THE COST OF OUT-PATIENT WORK.

Cost of Out patieit Wo'k.

Name of Hospital.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S... ...

CHARING CROSS......

GUY'S ... ... ... ...

THE LONDON

KING'B COLLEGIC ... ...

MIDDLESEX .....

ROYAL FR.E

ST. GEORGE'S

8X. MARY'S... . ... ...

ET. THOMAS'S ...

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ..

WESTMINSErZ...
WEST LONDON.

GREAT NORTHERN

METROPOLITAN,..

PRINCE OF WALES'S.

POPLAR ... ...

SEAMEN'S. ... ...

WEST HAI... .

BOLI-NGBROKE ...

THE TEMPERANCEC ... ...

HAMPS3ThAD

THIE GERMAN.

THE rRENCH.

THE ITALIAN.

GREAT ORMOND STREIET

THE EVELINA ...

PADDINGTON GREEN

THIl BELGRAVZ ...

THE ALE:XANDRA

THE QUEEN'S..

VICTORIA .. ... ...

ROYAL WATERLOO.

GROSVENOR

CHELSEA FOR WOMECN

THENJW.

SAMARITAN ZF.RE

50110 FOR WOMEN

GENERAL LYING-IN.

ClTY LYINGEI:.,

QUEEN CHARLQTTE'S

BR1TJSHT LYING-IN

THIIE NATIONAL, Queen sqtuare

WEST END. NERVOUS...

MAIDA VALE NERVOUB

ROYAL LYff, louthwark

MOORFIELDS ... ...

WESTMINSTER OPHTHALAIC

WESTERN OPHIHALMIC ..

CENTB&AL OPHTEALMIC ...

TEIZ GORDON FISTULA ...

0

Zo

21,647

131,138

228,279

16,378

47,597

36,240

43,9699

48,6i7

81,578

50,978

21,1i5-

34,652

27,363

37,740

.27,202

47,042

27,188

27,380

-7,453

276538

26,564
5,531

12,679

12,658
13,587

18,751

12,638

97

2,6525

17,638

7,679

4,012

3,350

7,691

47,501001

3,700

1,969

2,772

13,9958

928

7,060

2,059

930

27,517

49,776

11,565

11,010

12.803

0

04

0-.

£0

0 4

a. d.

0 8

0 4

0 8

0 11

0 7
0 9

0 6

0 8

0 8

0 11

0 8

0 5

0 7

0 10

0 5

0 5

0 7

0 5

0 6

-0 5
0 7

05B

0 3

0 6

0 10

0 6

0 6

0 10

0 7
0 6
0 11

0 6

1 1

0 5

0 10

1 0

1 0

0 94

0 11

0 10

0 9

0 5

0 6

0 5

0 4

0

.6w

02

14M

2 6

2

18

24

1 3

9

2 4

2 5

17

1 7

1 10

14

0 7

2 0

14

17

1l4

1

1 8

1 10

0 9

1 9

2 3

1 5

1 6

11 10

1 10

46

20

3 1

2 0

2 10

43

8 5

10 0

11 0

7 11

6 1

8 8

5 11

1 3

3

1 6.

90
0 11

.2 11:

O044

£2,674

- 6,754

£19,921

£2,206

£4,021

£4,125

£2,747

£4,275

£7,571

£5,955

£,552

£2,706

£2,031

£3,475

£1,746

£2,719

£4,011
$598

£1,604

£2,188

£486

£5

£,901

£1,550

£1,382

£932

£55

£2,'428

£1,714

£1,731

£401

£517

8755

£637

£231

£810

£1,397

£1,098

£365

£2,147

£892

£288

£1,744

£3,222

£345

£408

£610

£133
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...Tie Coat of Out-patiest Work.

s.d . d.

Nameof Hospitl. *
06

sr. 1sK'BFIST%A~~~~6-6- co......... . . .1,64114

0,5 p 0
z -0 E24U!

sd. sd.
ST. PETER'S ... .. 3,569 0 9 8 2 £.1,460,
ST. MARK'S FISTULA..... 1,641 1 1 4 0 £323
BROMPTON CONSUMPTION 6,588 1 1 8 0 £2,634-
MOUNT VERNON ..3,002 1 1 510 £874
THE CITY CHEST ... 9,493 0 9 5 0 £2,39?
THE ROYAL CHEST ... ... 6,502 011 3 9 £1,233.
GOLDEN SQUARE lHROAT... 10,980 0 8 2 11 £1,589
THE CENTRAL THROAT .. 9,993 0 8 3 3 £1,604
THE ROYAL EAR .... ... ... 3,024 0 9 3 3 £49S
LONDONTHROAT.... ... 3,545 0 6 2 5 £460

THE METROPOLITAN EAR... 2,135 0 8 2 11 £F
BROMPrON CANCER ... ... 1,580 0 8 7 0 £E6G
ST. JOHN'S SKIN .7,1(0 0 11 4 8 £1,691

BLACKFRIARS SKIN... .. 7,589 1 5 3 2 £1,266
LONDON SKIN ... ... 2,585 1 4 7 10 £1,0!4.

NATIONAL ORTHOPAEDIC,.. 3,057 0 8 2 1 £2

NATIONAL HEART .
... .. 1,943 0 7 6 8 £665

Skin Hospital, whose wards have been cloeed during
rebuilding, and the London Skin Hospital, which, owing
.to lack of funds, has also closed its wards, should like-

wise, perhaps, be excluded, since the causes stated
naturally exaggerate the expenditure on out-patient
work.

The fi;gures placed against each of the other hospitalsr
repreeen,t a fairly normal state of affairs, and it will be
noticed that there are greatvariations both In the cosit per
visit''and in the total cost of each patient, the higbest an&
lowest figures In the first case being 4d. aud is. ld. At the
large general hospitals there is less correspondence In the
figures than might have been expected, but in some of the
special classes of hospitals the correspondence between
the figures is often very close.' It will be seen that all
the figures for all the nerve hospitals are high both as
regards the cost of each visit and the cost oteach patient.,
The explanation as regards the latter point is compara-
tively simple; the patients attend for long perlode, and
receive also a large supply of medicine, often of a rather'
expensive character, to last them between their visits.
The converse is seen at the Poplar Accident Hospital,
wh'ere the out-patient list is constituted for the most part,
by casualty cases who do not often attend more than once.
By takiDg the figures throughout the table the general
character of the out-patient work In each case can be
roughly gauged by dividing the cost of each visit into the
cost of each patient, for this will indicate the average'
number of times each patient has attended for treatment.
Similarly, if It is desired to know. the total number of
attendances at the institution, this can be ascertained
with approximate accuracy by divlding the average cost
of each patient into the total cost of the out-patient
department, the quotient being the total number of
attendances. The estimate will be not perfectly coirect,
because in stating the cost of each patient in this table
decimals of a penny have been excluded, and the' fgures
raised or lowered to 'the nearest unit on ordinary statis-
tical principles.
As this is the first year that most of the hospitals have

attempted to make a precise financial division between
their in-patlent and out-patient work, it would be better
not to take thts table on a basis for final conclusions,'but
merely, to regard it as offering a strong assurance that in
the course of a few years quite an accurate standard for,
expense of out-patient departments may be established
for hospitals of different classes.
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THE FUTURE OF LONDON HOSPITA1lS.

THE FUTURE OF LONDON HOSPITALS.-
THE table headed "Hospital Deficits and Balances," which
,occupies page 1514 and part of page 1515, is of different
character to any of those which have prelbeded it, and
demands special consideration. It migh$ very well have
-been called" the hospital road to ruin," or " the rcad to
rate-supported institutions." The institutilon entered in
it are placed In the same order as in the other tables, but
In this case is inserted the number of beds available at
each of them. This, for those who are not familiar with
all the institutions mentioned, will serve as a clue in

gaugfng their comparative size and In some degree their
comparative importance.
The object of this table Is to bring into relief an

aspect of the general question of hospital enterprise
on which little light thrown by any of the pre-

ceding tableE, and which possibly is even obscured by
them. This aspect is all the more important,
because a rough examination of the reports of a great
number of provincial hospitals shows that the tale
told by the table here published could be told not only of
London hospitals but of hospttals throughout the king-
dom. Among the various columns in the table one shows
the gross receipts of each institution and another its net
expenditure. The figures In the latter Include only items
such as properly can be passed into a revenue account or
into an Income and expeuditure return drawn up in

accordance with the rules of the revised system of
accounts; hence expenditure on new bulldings or on the
extinction of old debt Is not included In It. The column,
therefore, in each case represents merely the actual
necessary expenditure of the Institution for its mainten-
ance during the year 1907.
On the other hand, the first column in question, headed

"Gross Recetpts," Includes in nearly all Instances every
pound received by the hospital, whatever the purpose for
which it was collected or given. Hence In a large majority
of cases these gross receipts include sums not legally
available for ordinary expenditure, having been earmarked
by their donors as to be invested for the maintenance
of beds, or having been collected to pay for new buildings
or for the extinction of old debt. Farthermore, in the
majority of cases these gross receipts Include legacies, and
it has long been an axiom that legacIes should not be
regarded as Income, but as capital.
For these reasons a third column becomes of particular

importance, and is headed "Net Income,' In thlis is

entered the income cf each institution from sources such
as those to which, by general consent. all hospitals may
rightly look for their revenue year by year. It is this
column, therefore, which represents In etch case the true
Income of the institution, and not the column headed
"Gross Receipts."

In view of this essential and Important difference
between true income and gross receipts the table ends
with two other columns, one of which shows the apparent
position of the hospttals and the other their real position.
The apparent position is that in which the hospitals are
left when a comparison fs made between their gross

receipts for the year 1907 and their net expenditure for
the same period; and their real position is that which is

revealed when their true or net income Is compared with
their net expenditure during the same period.
Glancing down these two columns, which are subdivided

In each case into surplus and deficit, It will be noted that
in a majority of cases they differ very materially. Many

hospitals last year were fortunate in the number and
amount of legacies they received, and owing to this cir-
cumstance they figure In the column headed "Apparent
Position" as having In many cases large balances to their
credit. When, however, the column headed "Real Posi-
tion " is examined it will be seen that the great majority
of these apparently fortunate Institutions had no real
surplas, but a deficit, for their net expenditure greatly
exceeded their true Income.
In addition, It will be noted that at many lmportant

Institutions even the apparent position Is bad, a deficit
being shown, and the real position only differs from It In
being worse-a greater deficit being entered. Namerically
the position is that whereas 50 hospltals out of 67 ended
the year with an apparent balance of receipts overexpendi-
ture and 17 with an apparent deficit, the real position is
just the reverse, the number who ended the year with a

I UD IOkl"x &OU 1513

balance in hand being only 14, while the number which
ended with a deficit was 53.
Nor is the Importance of this fact leEsened by the

amounts of the deficits, for if the figures In the columns
headed "Real Position" are totalled lt will be found
that In round numbers the 8savings of the fourteen
hospitals In the surplus column only amount together
to about £5,000, while the deficits of the 53 hospitals
in the deficit column total to little short of £190,000.
In considering the import of this figure and the

aspect of hospital maintenance which it reveals, it is

to be borne In mind that the 68 hospitals comprised In
the table are not the oGly hospitals in London, although
they are the best known and the most-important, and
that, as has already been Indicated, the position else-
where In the country is not materially different. Wbat
can be the end of things It 53 hospitals in London alone
exceed their income annually by such a vast amount?
It Is true, of course, that their actual Indebtedness is
not increasing by exactly the amount of the sums
entered as real deficlt, since a proportion of the in-
debted inatitutions have been able partly to stem the
tide by using up legacies. But thls is a practice which,
though common, has long been held to be wrong even in
connexion with hospitals, and of course In any other
relation of life it would be regarded as the height of
folly to treat as Income fortuitous sums received under
the wl]ls of deceased persons.
Furthermore, the proportion of lnstitutions which have

exceeded not only their real Income but have spent more
than the whole of their gross receipts is not small; thus
we find that ev n such an institution as St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, which, greatly to its disadvantage, has been
credited with being enormously rich, has an apparent
deficit of some £5,000 and a real deficit of considerably
more than that sum, while it eeems probable that next
year, when increased expense thrown upon It by its rew
out-patient department has had time to tell, the deficit
will be even greater. Among other hospitals which
bave spent the whole of their gross receipts, and some-
thing over, are such lmportant Institutions as St. Mary's,
the Seamen's Hosepital Society, the Temperance, the Olty
Lying-in, and the Hospital for Paralysis and Epilepsy In
Maida Vale. Nor, it is to be remembered, in the case of
those institutions whose gross receipts compared with
their net expenditure show a considerable balance, are
such balances really always avallable for the extinction of
ordinary debt. Many of them have recently undertaken
large building operations or are about to do so.

Another point of interest in the column headed " Real
Position " is the ratio that the deficit bears to the
ordinary annual Income of institutione. In many cases
the proportion is strikingly large. Thu3, the London
Hospital has exceeded Its ordinary income by 25 per
cent.; the Middlesex has exceeded its ordinary income
by nearly 50 per cent.; St. George's by about 68 per cent.;
ttre Royal Free by about 80 per cent.; University College
by about 95 prr cent.; and the same kind of remark
might be made of many other important institutions, such
as King'a College, the Consumption Hospital, Brompton,
and the Cancer Hospital In the same nelghbourhood.

It can hardly be disputed that these facts are full of the
gravest omen for the future. It Is not as if last year
were one of an exceptional character, for, though most
hospttals had to complain of a certain falling-off in the
amount of the annual subscriptions, this shrinkage was
generally made up in other ways, and most hospitals
received in 1907 quite as much in the way of true income
as uasual. The fact .Js that it has become a custom to
manage hospitals in a fashion whtch In no other business
relation would be permitted. -Hospital managers seem
to think it meritorious habitualJy to exceed their
Incomes. They make a defiaite trade of poverty, to
such an extent that quite a large proportion of
those which ever succeed In spending less than
they have received take the greatest possible pains
to conceal this fact from their subseribers In their
published retuins. Nor does the fact that they are
habitually in debt year after year seem to many of them
any reason for refraining from indulgence In ambitious

building sehemes and in enlarging their accommodation,
thus Increasing the calls madeon their finances for mainten-
ance purposes. [[ndeed, there are several important Institu-
tions at the present moment which have sunk In buildings

JUNE 20, 1908.]
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1514 B"lm] THE FUTURE OF. LONDON H03FITAS.tJN 0

The DefliteM and Balasme of London Hospital8.________

Appa.rent Position. Real Position.
Name of Hospita.NeNe

ZZO ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Surplus.Deficit. surplus. Deficit.,

$T. BA.RTH8J31OMEW'8 670 71,704 70,679 76,769 0 5,06 0- 6;,090
CHARI-NG CROSS ...... 150 31,484 17,655 21,549 9,935 0 0 3,834
GUY'S.....608 95,370 6Z,820 64,955 30,415 0 0 2,135
THEC LONIDON ...914 101,584 81,628 101,791 0 207 0 10,163

KI1$G'S COLLEGE .224 .. 20,200 1336 21,303 0 1,103 0 7,957

mIDDLESBEX.....297 31,12n 21,680 32,946 O,0 1,734 0 11,26&
ROYAL FREE....... 165 21,917 9,039 16,314 -5,663 0 0. 7,275

,07. G.. ...'... 0 89,606, 26,031 43,(27 46,579 0 0 6996.

9ST. MARY'S ..........281 26,238 17,399 28,284 0 2,046 0 10,885
BT. TH0MAB'8 .... 561 *76,341 60,681 65,131 11,210 0 0 4,450
'UNIV-ERSITY COLLEGE . 179 32,556 14,715 2857 3,989 0 0 ~13,858
'WESTMINS.TER ... .21.3 3018 20,379 1996 10,182. 0. 4230

WEST LONDON. ... 160 ~~~~~~~~~~14,94710,247 13,984 963 0 0 3,737"
RA,T NORTHER~i ..... 167 19.371 14,697 18,127 1,244 0 0 3,3

METROPOLITAN . 113, 20027 11,5C0 14,653 5,374 0 0. 3,153;
PRINCEZ0? WALES'S.i.CO 8,688 7,736 7,680 1,008 0' 6 0,

POPLAR.~~~~ ~~~~~~~~10310,577 9,316 9,269 1,3080 47 0

... ... Z.O00 20,123 18,783 232,099 0 1,976 0331

WX3T HAM. 60, 6,026 6,026 5.915 110 110

*tJEI1GBE;OKE .... 32 6,425 .3,940 3,952 2,473 0 0 1

TH9 E&EAC . 100 7,469 6,854 10,460 0 2,991 0 3,606
aMTEAD~ ...... 60 2,750, 2,6 5,120 0 2,370 0 2,456

tm!H GERMAN . ..170 1.166 10.977 11,869 187- 0 0 82
,T.,RZ --jf 7~~0 8,36,87 4,961 3010 912 4

THE XTAIJA1~~~~~~ K... 50~~~~3,210 3,212,946 0 4160

GREAT OEMOND 8TREET . 360 22,187,14,31728,1310 44 0 7,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2 171,37.04

THE EVELINA 78 ,102 619,77 4,515 0 0 5151
PADDINGTON GREEN . 46 12,744 4.110 4,917 ,7,807 0 087

SHE BELGBAVZE .... 38 4,498 3,996 4,554 0 58 0 5

THE. ALEXANDRA . 100 4,871 4,871 4,701 170 0 170 4

TRE QUEEN'S'... . 1300 '13,561 10,339 1211 ,450 0 0 1,2

VICTORIA...101 14,283 7,927 8,687 5,596 0 0 760

ROYAL WATERLOO . 46, 5,888 5,,639 5,51 2 376 0 12
iMOBVEXN1O 2..,967 '4,135- 2,455 297 '1,168
CHELSEA )POW.WOMEN,. 0,259 4,~76 5.634 625 0 .0 1,250l

TEENEIW'iL. CO2 7,162' 21,938 7,121 37 0 0 183'

i6AMARITAN FRE . &51 295, 4,189 5,4) 256 .0 081

SonoFORWOMRN . . 60 6243 5,749 6,263 0 20 0 514

GENER&LLYING-IN ... , 33 51625,162 5,680 0 518 0 518~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~516 JE5601

4IlTY,LYINGQ-N ,..~ . ', ., 60 5,234 5,294 6,340 ' ,40 1,640
QUEENCCHA W?"'6 '5,778 5,248 6.452 0 674T0 1,214

~~TIS~%IW, ,.. *, . 28 2~~~288 288 3950 557 055.1
1AE NATrOI%AL, iQuieenSquare . 10 '20-203 ,04 15,441 4,762 0 0 -2,367

W~~~8T ~~~~ND NEaVOUL..,, 70 ,.* 7,814, 5,4447,382 438 0 0 1,936~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7 781'..fh4443
MA&IDA VALE PARALYSIS..4. 3Q0''(2668 , 4,042 0 998 1,47
ROYAL EYEK, gout;iwark . 42 'S 3 011 4,005 1,8170 0 1,0

MOORF7~~~LD3. ... ... 133 7 ~~~~~A7AW 10,~074 12,729 4,338 0 0 2,555'
W~~STM1I%5TER OPHTHALMIC ... 40' 7" 4~~~~~~~' 2,981 "2,457 1,7'0 524 'O0

WEStTERN GPHTHALLLMIC ....15 1j43b1,;" 1-197 1,721 1,6 0 0 524

CE1NTRhL O1*HTHALMIXC . 2 4 ,33193 2490 0 ''21t

I8EGOADOW. FISTULA. .. . 6 2161982310195 0 363

L?TEP U. 323427B,85 ,78443' 0 0' 900

Si',4"$ ~I8i'UJ,A48 24,692 3,184,430 2620N ' 1
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JVXD, wio8.1. HOSPITALS AND TAXATION. I IP

The Deft its and Balances of.LondonIHospitals (continued).

* I- | Apparent Position. Real Position.

NamO of Hospital. 3'ga Gross. Net Net _ _ __._-a Pm~ Receipts. Income. Expsnditu4".,
ZZ o Surplus. Deficit. Surplus. Deficit.

BROMPTON CONSUMPTION ... 446 39,285 17035 32,904 6,381 0 0 |5,869
3iOUNT VERNON ... ... .. 220 16,164 15,889 16,112 62 0 0 22.

THE CITY CHE8T ... ... 176 16,319 10,628 13,399 2,920 0 0 2,771

THE ROYAL CHEST ...... .. 8) 7,655 4,580 6,297 | 1,358 0 0 1,917

GOLDEN SQUARE THROAT ... 31 5,541 5,041 4,819 722 0 222 0

THE CENTRAL THROAT 24 5,559 3,279 3,448 2,111 0 0 169

THE ROYAL EAR .20 1,764 1,764 1,870 0 106 0 106

LONDON THROAT. ... 14 1,E90 1,E90 1,452 138 0 138 0

THE METROPOLITAN EAR . 13 1,084 1,084 997 87 0 87 0

BROMPTON CANCER ... 110 23,342 8,755 15,486 7,856 0 0 6,731

MIDDLESEX CANCER 45 9,771 5,32 5,069 4,702 0 252 0

ST. JOHN'S SKIN . ... ... 40 7,042 3966 6,412 900 0 0 2,446

BLACKFRIARS SKIN .. 10 1,251 1,230 1,266 0 15 0 36

LONDON SKIN . ... ... 8 1,189 1,189 1,014 175 0 175 0

NATIONAL ORTHOPAEDIC 87 8,550 7,226 7 210 1.280 0 0 44

NATIONAL HEART ... ... ... 26 3,921 2,273 2916 | 1,007 0 0 643

huge sums which for all practical purposes are at present
wasted. The new wards remaln closed because the
hospital's credit for all but inevitable needs is exhausted,
and their managers, rash as they are, do not dare to
admit patients to these wards.]
The leading and most successful exponent of this

method of hospital administration Is the London Hos-
pital, which, thanks to the energy and qualities of the
officialswhom it is at present fortunate enough to posssess,
is able to carry it out with comparative success. But it
ts a dangerous game, which obviously cannot be played
with anything like the same freedom by other institu-
tions; and even the London Hospital, which in the last
ten years or so has added to its liabilities by increase of
its beds and multiplying its departments, is not unlikely
to find itself in extreme difficulties should its present
managers give place in a year or two's time to others less
capable of conducting affairs on the present principles.
The net result, therefore, is not only that nearly all

hospitals are spending every penny they receivefrom every
souroe, and for whatever purpose intended, and exoeed-
ingly few are adding anything to their invested capital,
but the aggregate annual deficit is constantly increastig.
It looks, therefore, as if within a measurable number of
years a large proportion of the hospitals in the metropolis,
and indeed of those throughout the kingdom, will find
themselves In the most serious difficulties, being burdened
with a hopeless l6ad of debt. In that case the State will
certalnly step in, and rate-supported institutions wil take
the place of voluntary hospitals. The present position of
the London hospitals and the future before them is all
the more regrettable. becaiIse it ias not been brought
about by any tightening of the public parse strings; on
the contrary, the sums received last year, by way of
ordinary and extraordtnary income, special donations,
legacies, and the like, by many institutions were exoeed-
ingly large, and, as was shown by Sir Henry Burdett
recently, the flow of money towards the hospitals during
the past ten years has in no sense slackened.
The exact sums that each institution received in the

way of extraordinary income last year will be found on
reference to page 1506, but even the table at present under
consideration reveals to a considerable extent what large
sums the London hospitals have received. Thus, the gross
recelpts of many hospitals exceeded their net expenditure
by very large sums; at Gay's, for instance, by £30,000, and
at St. George's by £4,6,000, and other institutions In pro-
portion. It Is in this direction that salvation lies. If all
the London hospitals with a deficit on their year's working
redueed forthwith their annual expenditure to the sum
which they_ may fairly expect to receive in the way of
ordinary inoome, the surplusage of gross receipts would in

most cases and in a few years' time render them com-
paratively independent.
Such a step would no doubt mean tthat none of them

could indulge in further luxuries in the way of new build-
ings, and in most cases a greater or fewer number of beds
would have to be closed for the time being. This would
in many ways be regrettable, but the net outcome would
make the step thoroughly justifiable, for each hospital
would end its period of restricted work free of debt and
with an assured income from investments behind -it. Thia
is all the more desirable, because even of the souroes of
Income on which hospitals may rightly depend for their
annual maintenance many are of the most fortuitous
description, and the probability Is that In the early future
the income from them will be much less than has httherto
been the case.

HOSPITALS AND TAXATION.
A WIDESPREAD belief exists In this country that hospital
are exempt from taxation. The origin of this beief te
probably to be traced to the natural feeling- that charitable
Institutions ought not to be tsxed; and this sentiment,
coupled with the knowledge that some exemptions are in
fact enjoyed by charities, has resulted In a good deal of
misapprehenslon as to the true position of hospitals &ad
similar institutions in relation to the revenue. In this
article it is proposed, after some preliminary geseral
observations, to deal separately with the different taxes
that directly or indirectly afeett hospitals, and to consider
the extent of the exemptions from eaah tax enjoyed by
these institutions.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.
In order to obtain a clear view of the question to be

examined, it is necessary to refer briefly to equitable con-
silderations as well as to the strictly legal positions The
claims of a hospital on grounds of equity to exemption
from taxation are the claims of all charities. It Is asEerted
that the property and revenues of charities, being devoted
to the relief of the poor, or other philanthropic purposes,
and producing no profit to Individuals, except those who
are themselves the objects of charity, their funds, which
are too often tinfficient to meet legitimate cal upon
them, should not be depleted by the exactions of the tax-
gatherer. Or, to put thm matter more briefly, public
intituations whlch benefit the community generaUy
should be freed rom public burdens. On the other hand,
thearme ortaxinghotlgs are not without weight.
These argunments were stated with great force by Mr.
Gladstone, In 1863, when he was proposing to charge with
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